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The master thesis closes with a suggestion of further development and implementation steps to establish this
performance measurement system along the supply chain organization. The following paragraph will therefore
analyze the existing supply chain performance measurement systems as well as their state of application in
current business environments. Core plants are the manufacturing plants that aims to achieve competitive and
effective production, generate and transfer knowledge, while leading and coordinating the other plants within
the network. Figure Correlation of deliverability and inventory days. To mention some examples, the financial
performance can be evaluated by the return on investment, revenue growth per year or turnover per employee.
The financial perspective evaluates the book value of the company that is calculated by past-oriented financial
indicators. For the different business units financial and market targets are defined. Furthermore the analysis
confirms that significant improvements in non-financial indicators are necessary for a moderate improvement
in financial indicators. The general structure of this performance measurement tool is to some extent similar to
the Skandia Navigator, as it contains the same perspectives. Based on this analysis a supply chain performance
measurement system will be developed. In total consulted managers were asked to denote the importance of
15 different performance indicators for their business environment. This leads to the definition and
implementation of performance indicators that measure the output of the previously identified core activities.
In real business environments this linkage is often missing. Starting point of the supply chain process is the
customer order initiating the material and production planning. Cooperation: The lack of trust and openness,
cross-company trade-offs, as well as the fear of increasing dependencies can be reasons for opportunistic
behavior. Figure Evaluation results of process-related performance indicators. Figure Evaluation results of
financial performance indicators. Although the intellectual capital of a company may lead to competitive
advantages this value is often neglected. Before describing these tools, the general requirements a performance
measurement system for supply chains has to fulfill need to be taken into consideration. Therefore, this master
thesis provides in a first step an evaluation of existing supply chain performance measurement systems
regarding their suitability for current business environments. The intent of the scorecard is to provide a
formalized mechanism for influencing managers to achieve a balance between nonfinancial and financial
results across short-term and long-term time horizons Brewer, , p. Finally, the employee perspective contains
the competencies and abilities of the staff to run the business and to guarantee the competitiveness of the
company in the future. The described logistics processes are demand management, order fulfillment,
manufacturing flow management, supplier relationship management and returns management Brewer, , p.
Figure Structure of the Skandia Navigator. Based on a defined supply chain strategy a standardized approach
leads to the development of a holistic supply chain management system providing the preconditions for
creating a competitive advantages within the electronics industry. So, each department defines his individual
Tableau de Bord that needs to be in accordance with the strategic targets of the superior company level Giese,
, p. The customer, employee, process and innovation perspective show the intellectual capital of the company,
in which the present situation is represented by existing customers and processes and the future situation by
potential innovations and developments. Figure Correlation of OEE and deliverability. Often the market value
exceeds the book value of a company, especially if the intellectual capital represents one of the core
competencies. Figure Evaluation results of customer-related performance indicators. These results can be
confirmed by a second survey of CHIA among logistics service providers, manufacturers, retailers and
international procurement offices located in Singapore. Figure Weighting of strategic supply chain directions.
System-specific obstacles: Missing acceptance for cooperation within the supply chain, resistance against
change processes, high complexity within the value chain, incompatibility with existing organizational
structures or high effort for SCM implementation are the most common reasons. Figure Process perspective of
a supply chain balanced scorecard. Satisfied customers enable the company in further step to enlarge its
market share and value. Research area Industrial Production. This target should be obtained by higher
market-orientation, demand-oriented production and reduction of inventory along the supply chain Albert, , p.


